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Troubleshooting DTC P1456
Troubleshooting DTC P1456 (EVAP system
leakage [fuel tank system]) in a �03�04 Pilot? Pinch
off all the hoses between the fuel filler neck and
the fuel tank, and retest. If the leak stops, replace
the fuel fill cap first. If you�ve still got the leak after 
replacing the fuel fill cap, then replace the fuel
filler pipe. There�s an O-ring between the plastic 
and threaded part of the filler neck that may be
leaking.

Blown Fuse Causes IMA
DTC P1575
If IMA DTC P1575 (MPI voltage problem) sets as
soon as you turn the ignition switch to ON (II) in a
�03�05 Civic Hybrid, check the 100 amp junction
board fuse for an open circuit. If the fuse is open,
replace the fuse and retest.

S/M Fix: DTC P1570, �03�05
Civic Hybrid
You need to tweak step 7 on page 12-80 of the
�03�05 Civic Hybrid S/M. The YES response to the
query Are all measurements about 7.0 V or
higher? doesn�t really say what to do if you don�t 
have a known-good MCM to swap with. Since
IMA components are big-ticket items when it
comes to cost, it�s understandable that Tech Line 
has been getting calls from concerned service
techs asking for direction. Here�s how the text 
should read:

YES-Update the MCM if it does not have the
latest software, or substitute a known-good
MCM that has the latest software, then recheck
(see page 12-7). If the symptom/indication goes
away with a known-good MCM, or the measured
voltage is still above 7 volts after the software
update, replace the original MCM.

And something else: If the results take you to the
NO response (the measurements are less than
7 volts), go ahead and replace the battery module
just like it says. Rest assured, you�re doing exactly 
the right thing to fix this problem.

Mark up your copies of the S/M to reflect this
change. It�s already been made in ISIS.

Improved Replacement Key
Blanks in Stock
Here�s something to take note of: American 
Honda parts stock now carries improved
replacement key blanks for �03�05 Ohio-built
Accords. The original key blanks were prone to
breaking where the key shank is molded to the
remote transmitter case. The new key blanks are
made from a more durable plastic that resists
breakage.

Troubleshooting Speakers?
Use the Audio Diagnostic CD
Doing some speaker troubleshooting for a noise
complaint? Before replacing a speaker, make sure
you�re using the Audio Diagnostic CD (P/N 
07AAZ-SDBA100, H/C 7689649) that was sent to
your dealership. Speakers returned to American
Honda�s warranty department are tested with the 
manufacturer. A large number of these speakers
wind up being NTF.

The Audio Diagnostic CD has a wide range of
frequencies you can use to duplicate your service
customer�s complaint. Many times an interior 
panel is the culprit. Sometimes it could even be
something your customer put in the door pockets
that buzzes when the speakers produce certain
frequencies.

Can�t find that CD? Just order another one from 
American Honda parts stock.
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